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Toallwhom'itmay -' i 3 . . 

v1.3a it'known that I, JULES GRaENBAnM, a 
cltizen of the United States of America, and 

. residingat Berlin, Germany,» have invented 
.a new and pseful ‘Improved _Film and 
Method ‘of Synchronizing the Operation of ‘ 

' Kinematographs. and Talkie ..—=-Machines; 
and I do hereby" declare the fo, owing tobe 

‘ -.a full, cleary, and exact description of the 
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same. a _ _. . 

Thev present invention relates to the cone 
trol ‘of the vconjoint ‘action of kinemato-r 
graphs and talking ‘machines, and a primary 
object is to facilitate the synchronization of 
the visual and acoustic records-duringthe 
reproduction. _. The method ‘adopted for this - 
purpose, according to the. present invention, ‘4 
substantially consists in mcludin _ _ 
subject-matter of the photographic record‘ 

in . the 

an object, for example a‘ rotating pointer, 
which moves at arate roportionate to the 
rate of movement- oft e kinemato aphic 
apparatus, so that’ successive'phases o move 
ment of this objectappear on successive pic 
tures, and in projecting iontojthe screen, 
during the ire reduction, an image of an-' 
other object, or examp another pointer, 
‘which isvlmoved by the ,me‘chanism of the 
talking machine at vthe same'rate as the 
_photographic object.- ' In the animated pho 
tograph the ‘photographed pointer appears, 
of .course, in a stateoffcontinuous rotation. 
During the reproduction the-images of the 
two- pointers. are kept under observation. 
While the talking ‘machine and kinemato 

" graph are working synchronously,_'thetwo - 
pointer-images maintain anniform ‘relation 
to each other as regards position. "An dis~ . ‘ 

' turbance of-synchronism is immediate y_in¢ 

as 

dicated by disturbance of this uniform rela 
tion, and can then be corrected by known 
means. ' - I ' r ' . . 

Apparatus for carrying the invention into 
practice is illustrated by way of example in 
the accompanying drawing, in which- . 
‘Figure 1 1s a diagram of an apparatus’ 

- for carrying out my new method. ,- Fi . 2 Elm, 
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represents a piece ofkinematographic 
on an enlarged "scale, with thecontrol indi: 
cator photographed thereon, and Fig. 3, 
represents a detail of apparatus used for, the' _ 
purposes of the ‘invention. _ 
At the time of taking'the pictures a clock-. 

like device with a black face or disk and 
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if pointer is arranged 'on the stage‘used. 
The white pointer is ‘uniformly rotated .- by 
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vthe .kinematographic apparatus,v by means _7 
of suitable. connectingmechanism, so that 

"the siiccessive phases of the. rotation are 
represented on the ?lm a of the kinemato-l 

as shown in Fig. 2. .When repro 
~ u'cing'the pictures the white pointer shows 
of-ico. ‘me ‘on a black ?eld b in'the picture 

, iandiappéars to be in continuous rotation. 
»-=I;n;the objective tube a, of'a projection ap 
paratu's d'ithere is a disk f, having 'a' inter 
shaped aperture g, as clearly shown in Fi ~ . 
.1 vand ‘This disk is rotated by means 0 a 
v?exible shaft h ‘connected to the actuating 
‘mechanism, of the talking machin‘e'B. An 
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imageiofthe aperture is thus‘ projected, to ' 
represent ,a- white pointer on a black ?eld,‘ 
and the-projection is so arran' d that the 
image of the disk f exactly coincides with 
the black, circular'?eld b 1n the kinemato 
‘graphic picture.‘ ‘Consequently only a,sin 
gle black ?eld" appears on the screen i, but 
there are two ointer ima "es, one in the pic 
ture itself, an the other t e pro'ected image 
of the aperture in the disk f. en the two 
machines are working- s chronously the 
two pointer images coincidl'an with each other, 
and only one pointer image is. apparent. If, 
however, a disturbance of synchronism oc-~' 
curs the pointer image of the disk appears 
at some ‘other part of the black ?eld, so that 
the disturbance is indicated and can be cor 
vrectedb "known means, by acceleration or 
retardation of the‘ kinematograph. 

to. secure by Letters Patent is: - 
1'. The herein described method of syn" 

chroliizing the operation of a kinemato 
graph and‘ talking machine consistin 

What I claim as my invention and desire 

in 
projecting on to a screen a succession o pic-q 
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tures, each bearing marks to indicate the‘ 7 
speed at which the pictures should be repro 
duced and independe'ntl. projecting u on g 

’ diieate the speed) at said screen marks. to in 
‘which the'talking machine is being operated, 
ands'varyingthe relative speed of the two 

" apparatus ‘referred tojto preserve a uniform 
relative ‘position, of the marks referred to 
upon the screen. V ' . . 

2. The herein described'method of syn. 
chronizing the operation of ' kinematographs 
and-talking machines consisting in project 
ing on to a screen a succession of pictures 
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in 

each bearing marks which appear to rotate 
at the speed at which the pictures should be 
reproduced, and independently projecting 
upon said screen separate, marks which ap 
pear to rotate at the speed at which the talk 
ing machine is being operated and varying 
the relative speeds of the two apparatus‘ re 
ferred to to preserve a uniform relative po 

- sition of the marks upon the screen. 
10 

15 

3. The herein described method‘ of syn 
chronizing the operation of kinematographs 
and talking machines consisting in project 
ing on to a screen a succession of pictures 
each bearing marks which appear to rotate 
at a speed at which the pictures should be 
reproduced, and independently and simulta 
neously with the aforesaid project-ion on the 
pictures upon the screen rotating 2. part hav 
ing a slit therein, the last named rotation be 
ing at a‘ speed at which the talking machine 
is being operated, and projecting an image 
of said slit upon the portion of the screen 
bearing the marks ?rst mentioned.‘ 
v4. A ?lm for a' moving picture machine 
having thereon vmarks or devices to indicate 
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the speed at which the machine should be 
operated. v . 

5. A ?lm for a moving picture machine 
having thereon a series of progressive marks 
or devices adapted to be thrown on a screen 
to indicate the speed at which the machine 
should be operated. ' 

6. A moving picture ?lm or record pro 
vided with a consecutive series of marks in 
dicating the speed at which the ?lm should 
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be moved to time it with the movement of 
a talking machine. 

7. A moving plcture ?lm or record pro- 7 
vided with a progressive series of marks 
adapted when consecutively thrown on a 
screen to form a visible indicator of the 
speed of the ?lm. ' i 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

vname to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

JULES' GREENBAUM. 

v'Witnesses: 
HENRY HAsPEn, 
lVoLnEMAR HAUPT. 
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